‘Stealing the World with a Debt Mirror’!
Sir Josiah Stamp, The Director of the Bank of England, AD1927.
‘The modern banking system manufactures money out of nothing. The process is perhaps the most astonishing piece
of sleight of hand that was ever invented... but if you want to continue to be the slaves of the bankers and pay the cost
of your own slavery, then let bankers continue to create money and control credit.’
The simple monetary question, ‘who supplies the capital for our loans, when the world is drowning in debt’, reveals
a deception hidden within our banking system, a cartel crime which is committed against the laws for fiduciary duty. Banks
do not loan pre-existing bank capital, banks loan bank credit, created by monetising customer collateral, within a financial
Mirror known as double-entry bookkeeping! Banks then are simply pawn shops, with a license to create bank credit!
This monetary system, of course, must be shrouded in deception for only ‘Shakespearean idiots’ will pay compound interest
upon a reflection of their own assets. The banks’ customers then must be taught to believe that they are borrowing valuable,
pre-existing bank capital, upon which interest must be paid. The customers must believe in the ‘price of capital’, the Dark
Myth which will chain their lives to the ancient wheels of slavery and the debtors’ prisons of usury!

In our debt-based monetary system, the ‘capital’ appearing in the Mirror is loaned as interest-bearing debts,
owned by the private banks, with a $1 loan, bearing 6% annual compound interest,
calculated daily, over 550 years, creating a debt of 214 trillion dollars!
Historically, slaves gave 100% of their labours to their slave-owners and medieval serfs gave 50% of their labours
to their land-owners. We, in turn, give 75% of our labours to the private bankers, the owners of the Debt Mirror,
and we pay in the form of the four financial demons, those of debt, interest, taxation, and inflation!
However, if we were to use an asset-based monetary system, this freshly-created ‘capital’, appearing within an Asset Mirror,
can be loaned as an interest-free asset, owned by the customer. After all, it is customer collateral which creates
the reflection we call ‘capital’. A $1 loan, bearing 0% annual compound interest, over 550 years, creates a debt of $1.
Perhaps it is time then for us to investigate this technology which we call ‘money’, a technology which
remains almost unchanged since the Middle Ages? Why don’t we impose the ancient laws which
forbade accrued interest from exceeding loan capital, reducing the ‘214 trillion’ dollar
debt, to $2! Why don’t we convert our loans into interest-free assets, with the return of all
interest payments to the banks’ customers? We could void our loans and impose three-times
cartel penalties upon the banks? And we should definitely consider an asset-banking
monetary system, owned as a great treasure by our sovereign parliament, a treasure to be protected,
forever, within the heart of our nation!
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